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1. About CUTS & CUTS CART  

Established in 1983 as a small voluntary group of concerned citizens, Consumer Unity & 
Trust Society (CUTS) expanded its activities and CUTS CART was set up in 1996 as a 
programme centre to pursue the cause of common consumers, initially being undertaken 
by CUTS as the mandate. The programme of the Centre are primarily aimed at generating 
awareness, creating a more responsible society and encouraging changes at the policy level 
by advocating with the government machinery and sensitising it to the issues of concern of 
the common man. The Centre has spearheaded several campaigns and pioneered consumer 
empowerment.  

For more information please visit: www.cuts-international.org/CART/index.htm 
 

 

2. About the Project  

India has been pioneer in consumer protection having Consumer Protection Act 
(COPRA), 1986 to provide not only easy and quick redressal of consumers’ grievances but 
also a mechanism to promote and protect their interests. Now, as this Act has attained its 
Silver Jubilee in 2011, there is need of compressive and forward looking Consumer 
Protection Policy to address emerging consumer issues.  
 
To address the gap, Memorandum of Understanding was signed between the Department 
of Consumer Affairs, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, 
Government of India and Consumer Unity & Trust Society (CUTS International) on 
November 04, 2011 to implement a one-year project, i.e. from November 04, 2011-
November 03, 2012 to take the Indian consumer movement forward with an objective to 
create an enabling environment for protection and promotion of consumer interest 
contributing towards the national interest.  
 
The long-term objective of the project is to create an enabling environment for protection 
and promotion of consumer interest contributing towards the national interest. The project 
is implemented in mainly four states, namely Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka and Tripura. 
But for the research purpose, 15 additional states and three union territories have been 
included namely Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Goa, Gujarat, Kerala, Madhya 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand 
and West Bengal. The union territories are Chandigarh, Delhi and Pondicherry.  
 
CUTS in collaboration with the state partner Consumers’ Protection Association (CPA) 
Agartala, Tripura organised Second Knowledge Enhancement Workshop (KEW-II) at 
Agartala on May 18-19, 2012. The first KEW was organised successfully on March 23-24, 
2012. 
 
In Partnership with  

The project is supported by Department of Consumer Affairs, Ministry of Consumer 
Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Government of India under Consumer Welfare 
Fund. 
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3. Objective of KEW 

The objective of workshop was to equip consumer organisations with knowledge and skills 
on relevant and new generation consumer issues to ensure improvement in the service 
delivery and act as ‘watchdogs’ in their respective states. 
 

4. Key Speakers and Resource Persons 

The workshop was enlightened by Hon’ble Justice S Talapatra, Guwahati High Court; B K 
Kilikder, Retd. Judge and Ex-member TPSC; K K Roy, Principal, Tripura Government 
Law College; Ld. Advocate Haridas Datta, Guwahati High Court; Indraneel Bhowmik, 
Reader, Tripura University; Shukla Saha, Assistant Professor, Ramthakur College, Agartala; 
Sreelekha Ray, Executive Director, Voluntary Health Association of Tripura (VHAT), 
Agartala; B K Chanda, Vice President, CPA, Agartala; Amrital Saha, President, CPA & 
Chairman Consumer Coordination Council (CCC); George Cheriyan, Director, CUTS 
International, Jai Shree Soni, Project officer, CUTS, Sumanta Biswas, Project Officer, 
CUTS, Samya Bharadwaj, Director, Consumer Legal Protection Forum (CLPF), Assam; 
Ajoy Hazarika, Chief Co-ordinator, CLPF, Assam as the privileged and honoured speakers 
and they played vital role on their respective topics prominently. 
 

5. Participants 

Total 93 participants comprising representatives from civil society organisations (CSOs) 
and different institutions, Hon’ble Justice and advocates from High Court, Guwahati, 
activists and ConsumersUp project team with state partner attended the workshop. 
Participants were from Agartala and nearby districts and states. (Please refer Annexure 1 
for list of participants) 
 

Proceedings 

First Day: May 18, 2012 (Please refer Annexure 2 for Agenda) 
 

Subject of the Session 
 

6. Inaugural Session  

After the registration of 
participants and distribution of 
resource kits, the workshop 
began with the inaugural session 
in which Hon’ble Justice S 
Talapatra, Guwahati High Court, 
lightened the candle with B K 
Chanda, Vice President, CPA, 
Agartala; Amrital Saha, President 
CPA & Chairman, CCC; George 
Cheriyan, Director, CUTS 
International, Jai Shree Soni, 
Project officer, CUTS, Sumanta 
Biswas, Project Officer, CUTS.  
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7. Welcome and Introduction 

Professor B K Chanda, Vice President, CPA, Agartala 

Professor B K Chanda, Vice President, CPA, Agartala welcomed participants and thanked 
CUTS team to organise KEW in collaboration with CPA. All participants introduced 
themselves. 
 

8. Opening Remarks 

George Cheriyan, Director, CUTS and Head, CUTA CART 

George Cheriyan, Director, CUTS and Head, CUTS CART commenced the workshop by 
welcoming all participants, media representatives, CPA team for organising the KEW and 
also introduced CUTS team. Then, he congratulated the people of Tripura for getting one 
High Court, which is going to be established in Agartala, Tripura, which was a long 
pending demand for over 30 years. He also said that 52000 cases are pending in Tripura in 
various lower courts and about 5000 cases are pending in Agartala bench of Guwahati 
High Court. He hoped that the establishment of the new High Court will speed up the 
process of redressal in the state and provide justice to the people. He also congratulated 
Amritlal Saha, who is selected as chairman in CCC, which is apex consumer organisation in 
the country. 

 
Further, he mentioned that consumer satisfaction is the key in the market economy. 
Consumer satisfaction is the process of realising consumer rights and ensuring the quality 
of goods and services for which one makes payment. Retaining consumers and ensuring 
consumer satisfaction is very important. Consumer education, protection and consumer 
grievance redressal are important in the new global order.  
 
He said that ‘Modern Consumer Movement’ started with the historical speech of John F. 
Kennedy in America Congress on March 15, 1962, so in 2012; we are celebrating the 50th 
anniversary of his speech. In his speech he said ‘Consumers, by definition, include us all. They are 
the largest economic group in the economy. Two-thirds of all spending in the economy is by consumers. But 
they are the only important group in the economy who are not effectively organised, whose views are often not 
heard’. 

 

He said that this year Indian Consumer Protection Act (COPRA) 1986 has completed its 
25 years of its existence on December 24, 2012. The discussion on marking these historic 
events/acts shows the consumer protection is again bouncing back to the priority agenda 
at the national and global level. 
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Further he added that couples of years back many Asian and African countries were not 
having consumer protection law. He shared CUTS’ work experience with the Government 
of Bhutan and Vietnam to put in place a Consumer Protection Law in respective countries. 
He also mentioned that the backbone of COPRA is the three-tier judicial mechanism at the 
District, State and National level, which is supposed to be speedy and inexpensive. At the 
District Level, there is District Consumer Forum; he mentioned that there are 629 district 
forums and 35 state forums in addition to the National Commission. As per the UN 
Guidelines on Consumer Protection there are eight basic consumer rights, but even after 
25 years how far have we succeeded in relaising these rights to common consumers is a 
matter of concern. 
 
He said that 54 percent of cases in District Forum and 62 percent of cases at the state level 
exceeded the stipulated time. He also shared the data of survey conducted by CUTS in 
Rajasthan in 2011 and said that 63 and 35 percent respectively of the people of Rajasthan 
were not aware of the Act and rights respectively. He cited example of Assam that out of 
27 districts only 9 districts are having functional district forums. He further said Rajasthan 
is the biggest state with respect to land and a person from the district remote area has to 
travel more than 100 km to reach district forum. He highlighted few concerns related to 
access, availability, affordability and delays in decisions. 
 
George further said that the biggest market is in rural India and in 2010, 55 percent of 
insurance was sold by LIC in rural areas. Also, many items of vehicle, electrical, etc. are 
sold in rural areas since urban areas are saturated; however they do not have any grievance 
redressal mechanism below the district level. In the end he emphasised on the need of 
enacting the consumer protection law and the grievance redressal mechanism workable for 
the poor and rural consumers and the role of local administrative bodies in this regard. 
 

9. Brief Presentation about the Project 

Sumanta Biswas, Project Officer, CUTS 

It was followed by presentation on ConsumersUp project made in local language (Bengali) 
by Sumanta Biswas, Project Officer, CUTS. He shared the long-term as well as immediate 
objectives and various activities of ConsumersUp project such as research including input 
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papers on eight consumer rights, four regional consultations, eight KEWs and a National 
Conclave.   
 
He provided a brief overview of various project activities such as research including input 
papers on eight consumer rights, four regional consultations, eight KEWs and a National 
Conclave. Focusing on KEW, he said that it is the ongoing part of the Project. 
 

10. Introductory Remarks 

Hon’ble Justice S Talapatra, Guwahati High Court 

Hon’ble Justice S Talpatra, Guwahati High Court spoke on brief history of consumer 
movement in India and enlighten the current situation of consumer protection in India. He 
opined that as compared to European markets, Indian market is more open and with 
increasing access to remote rural markets with little regulations in place, investor/traders 
are maximising their profits at the cost of consumers’ interest. He said even after 25 years 
of COPRA, no significant initiative has been taken by the government to promote it. He 
agreed with Cheriyan and said that due to lack of awareness among consumers about the 
provisions of consumer protection in the Act, they are unable to exercise their rights and 
avail benefits.   

 
He mentioned about ‘Lok Adalat’ and stated that person from district consumer forum will 
go to the rural area and give the judgments there only; it will speed up the grievances 
redressal in rural areas. He mentioned that at present there are 2.4 crore cases pending for 
judgment in various courts across India. Such a situation is a threat to democracy.  
 
He said that it is very important to amend the act accordingly to address this problem. He 
suggested that it should make mandatory to provide case memo/bill by shopkeepers and 
licence should be given to only those shopkeepers who provide case memo/bills, this 
would help in reducing the time to redress grievances and all the states should adopt this.   

 
He threw light on the present scenario of health sector in India as well as in Tripura. He 
spoke about some illegal practices in health sector in Tripura and how consumers are 
affected while stating that Tripura has become the chunk of illegal drugs. Further, he added 
that all consumer organisations/forums need to take more initiatives to take forward the 
Indian consumer movement. He thanked CUTS for taking such an initiative and mobilising 
other NGOs to work in this field. In the end of his speech, he mentioned that we all have 
to take adequate initiatives to raise awareness amongst grassroot consumers on COPRA. 
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11. Special Address Remarks 

Amrit Lal Saha, President of Consumer Protection 
Association (CPA) & Chairman, CCC 

Amrit Lal Saha, President of Consumer Protection 
Association (CPA) & Chairman, CCC spoke about COPRA 
and local scenario in Tripura. He mentioned that there is 
three-tier structure comprising National and state 
commissions and district forums to lodge complaints on any 
consumer issue, but most of consumers do not use this 
mechanism due to lack of awareness. He said that India has 
the best legislation in the world and CUTS International is 
the pillar in the consumer protection movement and grassroot CSOs should take guidance 
from CUTS to take consumer movement forward in their region. He added that the 
complaints handling procedure will need to be make more accessible to common 
consumers and the fee required to register a complaint should be eliminated. 
 
 

Technical Session 
 

12. Introduction to Various law/regulations for Consumer Protection 

George Cheriyan, Director, CUTS & Head CUTS CART and Amrit Lal Saha, 
President, CPA & Chairman, CCC 

After the inaugural session, technical session commenced with a presentation on various 
law/regulations for consumer protection by Amrit Lal Saha, President, CPA & Chairman, 
CCC. He has given a clear idea on how various laws are helpful to protect consumer 
interest. He also mentioned the name of different regulatory bodies for regulation. 
 
Cheriyan spoke on the topic of misleading advertisements and overloading by three 
wheelers (auto rickshaw). While the first is national issue the second is local one. Further he 
said that misleading advertisements have positive as well as negative impacts on the society, 
hence, it affects right to information and choice. He also cited many examples of 
misleading advertisement and unfair trade practices such as edible oil advertisement 
claiming that by consuming that oil consumer would be free from heart problems; 
advertisement of water purifier claims 100 percent pure water but the fact is that it filters 
only bacteria not viruses, so it cannot be 100 percent pure. He also referred to the Delhi 
High Court notice under the ‘Drugs and Magic Remedies (Objectionable Advertisements) 
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Act, 1954’ to self styled ‘Nirmal Baba’s’ magical cure advertisement claiming all problems 
will be solved with his blessings. Since the existing mechanisms are ineffective to deal with 
the menace of misleading advertisements, he stressed on the need for establishing 
Advertisement Standards Authority of India.   
 
George highlighted the right to safety and life of road users while discussing the topic 
overloading by three wheelers (auto rickshaw). He stated that traffic accidents are 'biggest 
killer of young people around the world', as per Global Road Safety report. Road safety 
being a human rights issue, he also shared CUTS experience of taking the matter against 
‘using jeeps in Rajasthan for commuting passengers’ to the State Human Rights 
Commission and obtaining a favourable verdict. He suggested following a similar strategy 
in Tripura.   
 

13. Various avenues (formal/informal) available to consumers for 
Grievance Redressal Mechanism 

B K Kilikder, Retd. Judge 

B K Kilikder, Retd. Judge spoke on various avenues 
(formal/informal) available to consumers for grievance 
redressal mechanism at the district, state and national level. He 
explained how consumers’ grievances can get redressed to the 
participants and quoted many examples.  
 

14. Avenues for consumer participation in policy 
making/regulation process and tools 

K K Roy, Principal, Tripura Government College 

Session on avenues for consumer participation in policy 
making/regulation process and tools has been taken by K 
K Roy, Principal, Tripura Government College. He 
stressed that consumers should actively participate in such 
kind of processes to bring changes in policy level. He 
stated that consumerism is humanism and vice versa. He 
said that COPRA was prepared thrice before 1986 but 
enacted in 1986 only. Further, he stated that provisions 
and salient features of COPRA should be incorporated in 
school curriculum. 

 

He said that different air traveling agencies deprive 
customers without showing the lowest rate of different air 

tickets. They sell tickets on higher rate for getting maximum commission. Therefore, there 
should be some procedure at the time of offering tickets to a consumer.  
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Simulation Exercise 

15. Drafting of notice and consumer complaints and Role-play of 
proceeding in consumer forum 

Hari Das Dutta, Advocate, Guwahati High Court 

Hari Das Dutta, Advocate, Guwahati High Court, briefly explained the procedure of 
writing notice and consumer complaints. Participants raised queries and shared their 
experiences but none of them except two-three participants filed complains. He said that 
the complaints should be clearly mentioned with proper date, time and names of the 
accused one with actual loss happened. It will ultimately help consumers to lodge his 
grievance against the accused one. It was followed by role-play of proceeding in consumer 
forum by participants. 

 

16. Complaint Handling Information and Advisory Service (CHIAS) & 
Use of Right to Information (RTI) for Consumer Protection 

Samya Bharadwaj, Director  and Ajoy Hazarika, Chief Coordinator Consumer Legal 
Protection Forum (CLPF), Assam  

This session of first day was concluded with a brief presentation on Complaint Handling 
Information and Advisory Services (CHIAS) by Samya Bharadwaj, Director and Ajoy 
Hazarika, Chief Coordinator, CLPF, Assam. They cited many examples and action taken 
on complaints related to telecom sector, LPG, electrical, health etc. and explained the 
strategy to handle these. In their presentation they stressed upon the need of such CHIAS. 
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They also informed about the process of filing RTI, its importance and usefulness for 
consumer protection. 
 
Further Jai Shree, Project Officer stated that there is a system of CHIAS at CART where 
people can lodge their complaints personally or inform online. Proper action is taken and 
efforts are made to provide relief to consumers. She explained how CUTS is providing 
relief to consumers by being a mediator between service providers and consumers.  
 
* Each session was followed by questions and answers so that participants can be made 
more aware and their queries can be clarified. 

 
 

Second Day: May 19, 2012 

17. Feedback of first day and Recap of Previous Day: Participants 

The proceedings of the second day commenced with receiving participants’ feedback on 
the sessions of first day and recapitulation of the previous day’s proceedings by participants 
facilitated by Jai Shree Soni, Project Officer, CUTS. Then, feedback forms were distributed. 

 

18. Basic Research and Documentation Skills 

Dr. Indraneel Bhowmik, Reader, Tripura University 

The first session of second day was commenced with the presentation on basic research 
and documentation skills by Indraneel Bhowmik, Reader, Tripura University. He explained 
the meaning of research and its importance. He briefly explained various kinds and 
methods of research such as field study; experimental; survey; case studies; statistical etc., 
phases in research design, how to do the sampling and make them understand by providing 
example of ConsumersUp survey and with special reference to consumer organisations. 
Further, he informed about data collection techniques and their graphical representation 
and documentation.   
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19. Basic Advocacy and Communication Skills 

Jai Shree Soni, Project Officer, CUTS & Shukla Saha, Assistant Professor, 
Ramthakur Degree College 

The next session commenced with a presentation on 
Basic advocacy skills by Jai Shree Soni, Project Officer, 
CUTS. She started with the meaning of the advocacy 
and stated that communication skills play a very 
important role in advocacy and in this era advocacy is 
done by every CSO and NGO but few are lacking in 
advocacy skills and strategy. She explained the 
advocacy planning cycle and stakeholder analysis. 
Further she briefed about four types of advocacy: 
Judicial; Bureaucratic; Legislative; and Media. 
Participants raised queries regarding media advocacy. 

Shukla Saha, Assistant Professor, Ramthakur Degree 
College made a presentation on Communication Skills. She spoke on the importance of 
communication skills and explained various types of skills and communication, such as 
hard and soft, verbal, non-verbal, interpersonal, mass communication, etc. Further she 
explained barriers of communication skills and how to overcome it. Jai Shree Soni and 
Sumanta Biswas, Project Officer, CUTS further added use of these skills in CSOs/NGOs 
and cited examples and said proper communication helps a consumer to put his grievance 
clearly. 

 

20. Resource Mobilisation Skills  

Sreelekha Ray, Executive Director, Voluntary Health 
Association of Tripura (VHAT) 

The last presentation was on resource mobilisation skills 
made by Sreelekha Ray, Executive Director, VHAT. 

She informed about various sources of resources and 
explained fundraising cycle. She made participants 
understand the process of writing proposals and basic 
points to be remembered while writing these. She said 
today’s era is a competitive era; hence, fund raising is a 
tough. But, when an NGO serves honestly and faithfully 
and legal requirements are completed it gets assistance 
from different corners. 
 

21. Action Plan: Participants with assistance of CUTS and CPA 

In the workshop some suggestions/opinions came from participants’ side for effective 
consumer protection or movement. These are as follows: 

 More seminars and workshops needs to be organised on large scale especially in 
rural areas with slide shows, movies and dramas on consumer protection to create 
consciousness of consumers 
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 Different NGOs need to be funded for proper implementation of awareness camps 
in their respective areas 

 The Ministry of Consumer Affairs and FCS Department should take proper steps 
in this regard. Different NGOs are to be engaged in this work with adequate 
financial assistance 

 Procedure for filing the consumer case should be simplified. Consumers seem to be 
reluctant to file cases in consumer courts because of delay in the matter of disposal 
of cases 

 Role of print media should be gear-up to create awareness among consumers 

 More voluntary consumer associations should be set-up in rural areas 

 Rights and duties of consumers should be included as special subject in social 
studies in upper primary, secondary and at degree level to make new generation 
aware  

 

22. Summing Up & Vote of Thanks 

The second day’s proceedings concluded with closing remarks by Amrit Lal Saha. He 
narrated all sessions in brief and expressed his gratitude to resource persons and 
representatives of CUTS. Jai Shree Soni also thanked participants for actively participating 
in the workshop and raising various grassroot-level/local issues also to CPA team for 
organising successful KEW. Feedback forms duly filled by participants were collected in 
the end.   
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Annexure 1: List of Participants 

S.No. 
Name 

Name & Address of 
the Organsiation Mob./Ph. Email 

1 Sukumar Nama Ambedkar Smriti Sangh 9862663930  

2 Mithun Deb CPA, India 9774306815  

3 B.V. Darlong St. Vincent Welfare 
Society 

9436189442  

4 Agnesbaly Sevling St. Vincent Welfare 
Society 

9612064316 st.vws.triputa@gmail.com 

5 Biswanath 
Chakraborty 

Bling & Handicapped 
Association, 
Bharmanagar 

9856025109  

6 Narangan Pal Bling & Handicapped 
Association, 
Bharmanagar 

9863734737  

7 Sushanta 
Choudhury 

CPA India, Agartala 9774151041 cutesush25@gmail.com 

8 George Cheriyan CUTS International 9829285930 gc@cuts.org 

9 Suman Mich Pratibandhi Kalyan 
Samiti, Udaipur 

8575837511  

10 Samya Bhardwaj Consumers' Legal 
Protection Forum 

9854169491 samya-
bhardwaj@rediffmail.com 

11 Kamal Majumdar Bodhan Social Org. 9436450193  

12 Subrata Acharya CUSTin-situ, Udaipur 9856217518  

13 Mili Chakraborty CUSTin-situ, Udaipur 9856217518  

14 Tarun Sarkar Reshambajan H/S 
School 

9436456625  

15 Arijit Chaudhari Bialon. CPA, South 
Tripura 

9436483635  

16 Snehanshu Dhar SAMAGAM Bhati 
Abhoynagar, Agartala 

9436489435 samagam.agartala@gmail.co
m 

17 Anjan Dar National Yough Project, 
Tripura 

9436594178 anjantripura@rediffmail.co
m 

18 Papiya Ghosh Tripura University 9774154487 papiyamarmd@gmail.com 

19 Piyali Sengupta Tripura University 9774353877 sengupta.piyali23@gmail.co
m 

20 Partur Sengupta Daily Deshwar 9436903918  

mailto:st.vws.triputa@gmail.com
mailto:cutesush25@gmail.com
mailto:gc@cuts.org
mailto:samya-bhardwaj@rediffmail.com
mailto:samya-bhardwaj@rediffmail.com
mailto:samagam.agartala@gmail.com
mailto:samagam.agartala@gmail.com
mailto:anjantripura@rediffmail.com
mailto:anjantripura@rediffmail.com
mailto:papiyamarmd@gmail.com
mailto:sengupta.piyali23@gmail.com
mailto:sengupta.piyali23@gmail.com
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S.No. 
Name 

Name & Address of 
the Organsiation Mob./Ph. Email 

21 Mohan Lal All Tripura Steel 
Merchants Association 

9436169391  

22 Pradynt Das Budhan Social Welfare 
Organisation 

9774150883  

23 Jayanti Das Chandralok Mahila 
Samiti 

9774154650  

24 Somasaha Chandralok Mahila 
Samiti 

9774481349  

25 Snadipa Sala Chandralok Mahila 
Samiti 

9774142862  

26 Ratan Goswami N.S.S. Unit 9436487398  

27 Prasate Dey Sristi, Triupura 9436121635  

28 Jayanta Das Paschim Naapaar   

29 Tulan Debnath Paschim Naapaar   

30 Joydeep Pal Consumer Protection 
Association 

9436122848  

31 Samrat Chaudhury Sokalbela 9862931326   

32 Nandarisher 
Sinhapy 

Tirthempayae Ab. 9856812352   

33 Debabrata Saha United Aluminium 9436459845   

34 Biswajit Debnath Dishani Belonia 9436136994   

35 Mrinal Kautinik Science Club 9612604077   

36 Kamalesh Das Prativandi Palan Family 9774731505   

37 Ajay Harjrik Consumer Legal 
Protection Forum 

9854639321   

38 Lal Mohan Sinha Vibakanada Club 9862645585   

39 Paramita Nath Vibakanada Club 9612397368   

40 Tutan Tapadar All Regional Youth  9612469935   

41 Pranath Short Vivekanand Juba  9856091278   

42 Babbu Dey R.D. Block 9856764844   

43 Narayan Deb Indranagar 2356074   

44 Chitra Das AIR 9436128402   

45 Binay Pal Organisation for Rural 
Survival  

9436540851   

46 Sushanda Singh Tehesa Social Welfare 
Org. 

9436137465   

47 Vivekananda Laskar Dishori 9774118210   

48 Syamal Basu Ray Scope 9774717270   
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S.No. 
Name 

Name & Address of 
the Organsiation Mob./Ph. Email 

49 Prabir Deb Barman Trimera Focus 9774388610   

50 Abhijit Bhattacharya Ajkes Fariad 9436481811   

51 Dr. Sipra Ray Tripura Mahila 
Sanrakshan Society 

9436189922   

52 Krishna Saha National Youth 8974172339   

53 Abhijit Bhattacharya Hallabo 9862734692   

54 Swparana Sen Consumer Protection 9774820760   

55 Paritosh Kr.  Youth Forum 8974256508   

56 Nepal Hajndev Youth Forum 9436356722   

57 Bimal Nama Ambedkar Smriti Sangh 9612657037   

58 Chinata  NTCN 9774965135   

59 Subrata Dey Holla  9436561296   

60 Sarul Selvan Asha Holy Cross 9615260222   

61 Partha Jak. VHAT 8794446069   

62 Swagam Kati Press 9774323787   

63 Sunanta  CUTS International 9597356280   

64 Jai Shree Soni CUTS International 8559926355   

65 Seertary Jagendrager Consumers' 
Protection 

9862017550   

66 Shyamal Choudhury Writer Palace 2314030   

67 Shipra Choudhury Advocate 9436138135   

68 Brianath Das CPA 9436538365   

69 Narayan Choudhury Subash Sanga 9856371916   

70 Bwash Chakraborty Belonia CPA 9436595782 bivashitit2008@gmailcom 

71 Sanjib Debnath Sanghadip 9612139371   

72 Sunil Majumdar Sanghadip 9863703849   

73 Sathi Rani Nath Sanghadip 9862616853   

74 Kanchan Prabha 
Das 

Sanghadip 9863153053   

75 Bishal Banig Hill Region Youth 9612805953   

76 Swadeb Rai Secy., CPA 9774552917   

77 Nirmal 
KumarBardhan 

Hill Region Youth 9436122913   

78 Satyajit Naha Tripura Consumers 
Confederation 

9436931608   

mailto:bivashitit2008@gmailcom
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S.No. 
Name 

Name & Address of 
the Organsiation Mob./Ph. Email 

79 Tapashi Bhuiya Tripura Adibashi Mahila 
Samiti 

2314218   

80 Bikas Koley Daily Deshar 9436124944   

81 Brajew Chakroborty ORS  8974979965   

82 Sanbrata Bhowmik NYP 9774346838   

83 Minmal Acharya Ganasambad 9862208116   

84 Nirmal Ch.  CPA 9436567579   

85 Dr. Subhash 
Bhowmik 

World Friendly Chukwit     

86 Dr.Shukla Saha Ramthakur College 9436503884   

87 Dr. J.L. Saha Womens' College 9436133915   

88 Grmila Chandra Tripura Women 
Consumer Association 

9436133915   

89 Saindra Roy Consumer Inst. 9436150035   

90 Amrit Lal Saha CPA 9862216817 amrit1950@gmailc.om 

91 Aneesh Vijayan Insight Development 
Consulting 

9910836888   

92 Nandan 
Chakroborty 

SYANDAN 9936453321   

93 Simul Rai 
Chaudhury 

CPA 9436502479   

 
 

mailto:amrit1950@gmailc.om
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Annexure 2: AGENDA 

Day 1 

Sl. 
No. 

Time Subject of the Session Facilitator 

1 9.30-10.00 am Registration CPA team 

 10.00-11.30 am Inaugural session  

2  Inauguration by lighting lamp Hon’ble Justice S Talapatra, 
Guwahati High Court 

3  Self Introduction of participants  Participants 

4  Welcome and introduction Professor B K Chanda, 
Vice President, CPA, 
Agartala 

5  Opening Remarks George Cheriyan, Director, 
CUTS International 

6  Brief presentation about ConsumersUp 
Project  

Sumanta Biswas, Project 
Officer, CUTS International 

7  Inaugural Speech Hon’ble Justice S Talapatra, 
Guwahati High Court 

8  Special Address Amrit Lal Saha, President 
CPA & Chairman, CCC 

 11.30-11.45 am Tea Break  

Technical Session 

9 11.45am-
12.30pm 

Introduction to various law/ 
regulations for Consumer Protection 

Issues affecting consumers 

 Misleading advertisements  

 Overloading by three wheelers auto 
rickshaw  

George Cheriyan, Director, 
CUTS International 

& 

Amrit Lal Saha, President 
CPA & Chairman, CCC 

10 12.30-01.00pm Various avenues (formal/informal) 
available to Consumer for Grievance 
Redressal Mechanism 

B.K. Kilikder, Retd. Judge 
and Ex-member TPSC 

11 01.00-01.30pm Avenues for Consumer participation in 
policy making/regulatory process and 
tools. 

K.K. Roy, Principal, Tripura 
Govt. Law College 

 1.30 – 2.15pm Lunch  

12 2.15-3.15 pm Simulation Exercise: 

 Drafting of notice and consumer 
complaint. 

 Role play of proceeding in 
consumer forum 

Ld. Advocate Haridas 
Datta, Guwahati High 
Court 

13 3.15-04.00 pm  How to run Complaint Handling 
Information and Advisory Service 
(CHIAS) 

 Use of Right to Information for 
Consumer Protection 

Samya Bharadwaj, Director 
& Ajoy Hazarika, Chief Co-
ordinator Consumer Legal 
Protection Forum (CLPF), 
Assam 
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Sl. 
No. 

Time Subject of the Session Facilitator 

 04.00-04.15 Close of day and Tea  

Day – 2 

14 10.30-
10.45am 

Feedback of day’s proceeding and Recap of the 
previous day 

Participants 

15 10.45-
11.45am 

Basic Research and Documentation Skills 

 Basic research tools & techniques 

 Data collection and analysis 

 How to write case studies 

Dr. Indraneel Bhowmik, 
Reader, Tripura 
University 

 11.45am-
12.00 noon 

Tea Break  

16 12.00-01.15 
pm 

Basic Advocacy and Communication Skills 

 Relevance of advocacy in the 
ConsumersUp  

 Project 

 Advocacy tools and types 

 Basic rules of communication and  

 importance /use for advocacy. 

Jai Shree Soni, Project 
officer, CUTS 
International, Jaipur 

& 

Dr. Shukla Saha, 
Assistant Professor, 
Ramthakur College, 
Agartala 

 01.15-
02.15pm 

Lunch  

17 2.15-03.15 
pm  

Resource Mobilisation Skills 

 Basic of resource mobilisation 

 Tools & techniques. 

 How to write a proposal 

 Main source for resource mobilisation 

Dr. Sreelekha Ray, 
Executive Director, 
Voluntary Health 
Association of Tripura 
(VHAT), Agartala 

18 3.15-04.00 
pm  

Preparing an action plan to take up consumer 
issues by participants. 

Participants with 
Assistance of CUTS and 
CPA team 

19 04.00-04.15 
pm  

Feedback & Evaluation of the Workshop, and 

Vote of Thanks 

Amrit Lal Saha, 
President CPA & 
Chairman, CCC 

 


